
MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

Netchix Vs Netchix Vs Netchix Vs Netchix Vs FastTrackFastTrackFastTrackFastTrack    

4444/0/0/0/09999////2012012012019999    

POM: Kate Young (Fast Track) 

 POM: Vicky Mclaughlin (Netchix) 

  

Cool dry weather provided perfect conditions for the first match of the season as both 

Netchix and Fast Track quickly warmed up to set the pace for the match. Both teams 

were ready to blow away the cobwebs from the summer break showing good 

competitive spirit from the start of the game. Netchix gained the early lead however Fast 

Track presented a good drive to shorten Netchix’s lead towards the end of the first 

quarter. 

Second quarter started with Fast Track striking back with some good movement up the 

court from POM Kate Young and GA Deb Eden, getting some solid overhead passes into 

new addition to the team GS Jude Taylor. Netchix GK Seema Ahmed did not give up 

reaching for the high balls, managing to tip some crucial passes to regain possession for 

Netchix and helping keep the lead in the second quarter. 

Netchix attack got into a good flow with hard work put in by WA Morgan Reid to find 

space for the onwards pass. The borrowed GS Kelly Beverstone (Zodiac) partnered well 

with the Netchix attack to get around Fast Track’s tenacious GD Stephanie Daire and GK 

Andrea Rose to put some goal difference between the teams. 

Final quarter showed a rotation in the Netchix team defence with the new addition and 

POM Mclaughlin moving back in to GK where she could make use of her impressive 

defensive jump to block the incoming overheads to the Fast Track attack. Fast Track 

stepped up the pace in the final quarter with some great set plays however Netchix 

managed to maintain their control of the game and start their season with a convincing 

win. 

 

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Netchix Netchix Netchix Netchix 32323232    ––––    11117 7 7 7 FastTrackFastTrackFastTrackFastTrack    
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MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

Netchix Vs StormNetchix Vs StormNetchix Vs StormNetchix Vs Storm    

1111/0/0/0/05/5/5/5/2012012012019999    

POM: Saskia Hocking (Netchix) 

POM: Grace Simms (Storm) 

  

Storm won the toss and took the first centre pass of this game. Both teams took a little 

while to settle (with both of the first two centres being turned). The first quarter was fast 

paced with nice passages of play through the centre court for both teams. The storm 

defence (GK, Steph Daire and GD, Grace Simms) made it clear from early on Netchix 

were going to have to work hard to get balls into the circle. The quarter ended 9-7 to 

Netchix. 

 

In the second quarter Netchix C (Hannah Bloomfield) and WD (Beth Webb) tried to mark 

GA (Minnie Symondson) out of the circle, with some success. However, some excellent 

shooting from long range from storm resulted in an even quarter ending 15-13 to 

Netchix. 

 

The second half started with one switch from Netchix, with Morgan Reid to GD and 

Claire Keeling to GK. Netchix utilised this swap well with some excellent turnovers from 

their circle defenders and WD (Beth Webb). Controlled feeds from Netchix C (Hannah 

Bloomfield) and WA (Cath Venning) and confident shooting from Netchix GA (Saskia 

Hocking) and GS (Deb Fisher) resulted in Netchix going into the final quarter with a lead 

of 28-18. 

 

In the final quarter storm came out strong and capitalised on a couple of early mistakes 

from Netchix. Centre (Lorriane Cleaver) and WA (Lucy Moore) fed some excellent high 

balls into GS (Jude Taylor) which took some impressive acrobatics from Netchix circle 

defence to get a hand on. Netchix finished the game strongly, with the defence not 

being phased by the height that storm had in their attack. Both teams worked hard right 

to the final whistle. An enjoyable game to play and watch! 

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Netchix 35 Netchix 35 Netchix 35 Netchix 35 ––––    27 27 27 27 StormStormStormStorm    



MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

Mortimer DiamondsMortimer DiamondsMortimer DiamondsMortimer Diamonds    Vs NetchixVs NetchixVs NetchixVs Netchix    

13131313/0/0/0/03333/201/201/201/2019999    

POM: Catherine Venning (Netchix) 

POM: Sophie B (M Diamonds) 

  

March between mortimer diamonds and netchix. 

 

This looked like it was going to be a close game with Borge teams side by side in the 

table.  

 

Mortimer got first centre and got off to a flying start with some great shooting, despite 

the wind. Netchix were a player down in the first quarter and Mortimer took full 

advantage finishing the first q 11-4. 

 

The second quarter, netchix were up to full strength and were very strong in centre 

court- making it very difficult for Mortimer to break any of their centres. 

 

After a half time switch around , netchix began to close on the 11 goal lead and with 

some accurate shooting and nice play around the edge of the circle, the 3rd q ended at 

23-12. 

 

In the last quarter Mortimer’s tactic was to maintain possession and build on the goal 

difference, which was made very difficult by the strong netchix defensive effort in the 

circle. 

  

 

Final ScoreFinal ScoreFinal ScoreFinal Score: : : : Mortimer Diamonds Mortimer Diamonds Mortimer Diamonds Mortimer Diamonds 33 33 33 33 ––––    Netchix 16Netchix 16Netchix 16Netchix 16    

        



MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

Netchix Vs Laurel Park WhirlwindsNetchix Vs Laurel Park WhirlwindsNetchix Vs Laurel Park WhirlwindsNetchix Vs Laurel Park Whirlwinds    

20202020////02020202/201/201/201/2019999    

POM: Nina Brown (LP) 

POM: Morgan Reid (Netchix) 

  

With the weather now out of the minus figures, an evenly matched and enjoyable game 

to watch between Netchix and Laurel Park Whirlwinds. 

A slow start in the first quarter for both teams as they struggled to find their rhythm 

which was reflected in the low scores ending up on only 4-3 to LP. 

No changes were made for the second quarter but both teams came back out with an 

upped tempo. It remained goal for goal with both teams making some good lines from 

centre pass into their shooting circles avoiding the strong defenses. Some good 

interceptions were made in the centre third however were then over turned over again 

by the circle defense.  

Netchix held strong and finished the quarter a goal ahead. 

Both teams came out strong and determined in the third quarter. Netchix made some 

changes in centre court swapping Morgan Reid into this position and putting Hannah 

Bloomfield into WD position. Some impressive centre court work from Morgan making 

some fantastic interceptions and giving the shooting circle some great feeds, resulting in 

a well deserved POM.  

Not making anything easy for Netchix, Laurel Parks short but fast passing made for some 

fantastic plays into the circle with LP's Kelly Thomas making quick moves away from the 

Netchix defence.  

Another evenly matched quarter ending on 6 goals each. 

Into the final quarter and again both teams fighting hard, Netchix shooters Debbie Fisher 

and Sakia Hosking making some good movements in the circle and sinking 7 goals to 

take them ahead of LP for the win.    

    

Final ScoreFinal ScoreFinal ScoreFinal Score: : : : Netchix Netchix Netchix Netchix ----    Laurel Park WhirlwindsLaurel Park WhirlwindsLaurel Park WhirlwindsLaurel Park Whirlwinds    

 



MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

LP Tornadoes LP Tornadoes LP Tornadoes LP Tornadoes VsVsVsVs    NetchixNetchixNetchixNetchix    

24242424////11110/20180/20180/20180/2018    

POM: Sian Brewer (LP) 

POM: Cath Venning (Netchix) 

  

LP Tornadoes had a flying start making the most of some early mistakes from Netchix 

scoring 4 goals without reply. After a slow start Netchix found their feet however 

struggled to get the ball into a good shooting position. In centre court both teams were 

well matched and both WD Hayley Yates and WA Cath Venning (POM) had to compete 

for position in order to get free for passes down the court. Netchix 2:9 LP Tornadoes 

 

In the second quarter Netchix found their rhythm. With some fantastic supportive play 

from WD Katy Withers, Netchix were able to move the ball up the court matching LP 

almost goal for goal. LP kept Netchix working hard with great defensive play from the 

whole team directed from GK Sian Brewer (POM) at the back. Netchix 8:16 LP Tornadoes 

 

Third quarter saw Netchix come out strong, bolstered by gaining half points by half time. 

With a quick succession of goals GA Beth Webb and GS Debbie Fisher brought Netchix 

back into the game, doubling their score. LP were unflustered, playing consistently to 

bring the score to Netchix 16:24 LP Tornadoes. 

 

Finally quarter LP ramped up their play showing off GS Lucy Hallidays and GA Rachel 

Yorks fantastic partnership within the semi-circle with some effective set plays. Despite 

the difference in score, both teams had some excellent court play and kept up the fast 

pace through to the final whistle bringing the final score to 21-38 

    

    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: LP Tornadoes LP Tornadoes LP Tornadoes LP Tornadoes 38 38 38 38 ––––    NetchixNetchixNetchixNetchix    21212121    

    


